OVERVIEW

ACC E S SOR I ES

Individual strap
wrap example

FRAME PROTECTION TAPE
Transparent and exceptionally tough,
providing unparalleled abrasion and
erosion resistance
Will not discolour or yellow with age
Resistant to temperature extremes
Will not peel or lift after periods of long
exposure to rain
Easy to apply and conforms around
complex curves
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HINTS & TIPS
Ensure that all areas are clean and dry before
applying tape.
You may want to temporarily remove cabling to
provide easier access during tape application.
Placing tape joins on the same side as cable bosses
makes for easier application of tape.
Measure twice, cut once!
For a large area of tape (a full tube, for example), an
extra pair of hands may be required.

Whole
tube wrap
example

WARRANTY
Wildcat Gear warranties its products for material
defects and workmanship for a period of 12
months from the date of purchase for the original
owner.
This warranty is valid only for goods used for
their intended purpose and does not cover wear
and tear sustained through normal use, nor
damage incurred as a result of incorrect fitting or
adjustment.
Visit website for full details.

If very strong adhesion is required, or if the tape
needs to be supple enough to follow an uneven
contour, a hairdryer may be used to soften the tape
(and spread the adhesive) both prior to and after
fitting.
To remove tape, it is best to warm the tape with a
hairdryer in the same way to soften the adhesive
and prevent paint lifting during the peeling process.
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STEP 1

STEP 2

Pack your Wildcat bag as normal and fit the bag to
the bike while it is full.

Cut the tape with sharp scissors or a sharp knife
and cutting mat to match the guides.

Use masking tape to mark the position of the
wraps on the frame to act as a guide for the tape.

Double-check the size and shape of the cut tape
by doing a ‘dry run’. This is especially important if
you have cable bosses to work around.

Allow an extra 5-10mm width to allow for
movement of the bag during use and to provide a
small margin for error.

STEP 3

STEP 4
Peel backing to reveal a small
amount at a time

Smooth tape along
tube length

Use a sharp knife to cut the backing in the middle
of the strip and expose a small area of adhesive.
Be careful not to cut through the protective tape
itself.

Place this middle section in place and smooth the
tape firmly, removing the backing as you work
outwards to both ends. If you find an air bubble,
gently peel the tape back beyond the bubble and
reapply.

